
Car & Forklift Cradles
for KDC1000/1100 SmartSled®

Smart Charging
Designed for Mobility

Experience unmatched convenience with our Car & Forklift Mount 
Charging Cradles for your KDC1000/1100 solution. With features  
such as 15W Fast Charging, it has never been easier to keep your 
device charged while on the move. Regardless of the vehicle, 
our cradles establish a dependable and secure, power delivering 
mounting solution ready to take on the daily challenges of material 
handling, transportation, logistics, and field mobility environments. 
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The Car Cradle utilizes a Zirkona™ suction-based mount from Gamber-
Johnson, ensuring a sturdy grip for secure mounting on your vehicle’s 
windshield or dashboard. With adjustable angles and compatibility with 
various vehicles, this solution guarantees movement, flexibility, and 
customization to fulfill your unique mounting requirements.

Mount to Any Car or Truck

The Forklift Cradle utilizes a Gamber-Johnson diamond-
shaped mounting bracket and joiner, providing versatile 
mounting options on a forklift’s overhead guard or 
guard legs (rectangular and roll-formed). Engineered 
with an adaptable and lightweight design, it ensures 
optimal performance in demanding material handling 
environments. Installation is seamless, requiring no 
drilling for added convenience.

Easy Forklift Mounting 

With USB 15W fast charging or external 12V charging 
(Foklift Cradle) capabilities, our Car & Forklift Mount 
Charging Cradles enable simultaneous charging for both 
the KDC1000/1100 and your smartphone. Enhanced 
security features include temperature detection, 
waterspout, and Adaptive Charging, ensuring optimal 
performance and safety. Charge conveniently via pogo 
pins or USB Type-C.

Charge On-the-Go 

Car & Forklift Cradles
for KDC1000/1100 SmartSled®

Car Mount Forklift Mount
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Zirkona is a registered trademark of Gamber-Johnson LLC.


